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Introduction

Language study 

Social power and language use

Social status (limited to 140 characters)
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Contribution

Emphasis on prediction

A lexicon of phrases associated with social power  

Relationship between emoticons and social status
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Related Work

first person vs. second person pronoun

politeness and complexity

# followers and sentiment
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User Prediction metric

#followers: popularity or influence

retweet, mention, Klout
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Dataset

258,895 Twitter user and 31.5 M English tweets

Twitter public API between Sep to Dec 2012

seed: popular UK-based news outlets
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Dataset
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Features(n-grams)

unigrams: 2,837,175 and bigrams: 42,296,563

URLs, numbers, punctuation, hashtags, non-ascii

usernames, stock symbols
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Features (LIWC)
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Features (NRC)
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Features (Emoticons)

Emoticon use: avg #emoticon per tweet

fraction of positive/negative

Emoticons dictionary: 78 positive and 57 negative
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Features (length)

average word length

average tweet length

number of large words 

average word length greater than 6 or not?
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Features (spelling)

fraction of misspelled words 

List of common misspelling wikipedia
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Features (Punctuation)

fraction of tweets containing at least one ?

fraction of tweets containing at least one !
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Features (Elongation)

common phenomenon on Twitter

like coooooool! shows intensification and 

informality

fraction of words that a user elongate

repeating a character more than three times
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Features (mention & RT)

level of engagement

fraction of user’s tweets that are retweet

fraction of tweets that are addressed to other users
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level of engagement

fraction of user’s tweets that are retweet

fraction of tweets that are addressed to other users
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Classification Task

Support Vector Machine and Linear Regression

separate classifier for each set of features

10-fold cross validation
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Classification Result
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weight vectors (LIWC)
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weight vectors (NRC)
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weight vectors (Emoticon)
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Top unigrams
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Top bigrams
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Cross Validation

121,823 Facebook users

5.97 message per user

60% accuracy
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Conversation prediction

in a dyadic conversation

predict which of the two users is more popular 
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Dataset

Nov 2012 to Feb 2013 random sample of users

construct conversation using reply-to information

2,158 conversation between 1,511 users

sample of additional tweets for each user
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Features

conversation start: which user started the conversation

deviation: how much x deviates from his usual way of writing when talking to y

Echoing: whether x uses words for the first time after y has used it
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Classification Task

Support Vector Machine

10-fold cross validation

 different classifiers per features
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Classification Result
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Classification Result

conversation prediction is a difficult task

deviation is a good feature but echoing not!
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